Invitation to MRD 2021 Industry Day

Date: May 17th, 2021 at 9:00 am.

Location / Attendance: Zoom (Meeting ID 653 6901 2837, Code 574722)

Join on May 17th, 2021 via Zoom: web: https://l.rub.de/b8c75431

Program:

9:00 am - 9:15 am  Opening - G. Eggeler

9:15 am - 9:45 am  A. Dronhofer, HC Starck - High Performance Metal Solutions - Refractory Metals - the hidden champions

9:45 am - 10:15 am  T. Hammerschmidt, ICAMS, RUB - On the role of refractory d-shell elements in SFB/TR 103

10:15 am - 10:45 am  C. Escher, Dörrenberg Edelstahl GmbH - Additive manufacturing for tooling

10:45 am - 11:15 am  J. Boes, Chair for Materials Processing, RUB - Martensitic tool steels for laser additive manufacturing

11:15 am - 12:00 pm  T. Boes, Incubator Materials @WSC: Presentation of RUB-Start-ups

J. Heil, Drink Sea - Bringing drinking water to desert regions via a special canal system, using inhospitable land in a self-sufficient, sustainable way.

T. Jansen & D. Klang, Einfach Nature - We are young, hip, green and clean-shaven - with a bamboo razor that decomposes itself to what it is made of: biomass.

M. Oberberg, House of Plasma - Perfecting material production processes with plasmas based on innovative measurement technology (Multipole Resonance Probe).

12:00 pm - 12:10 pm  Closing